PRELIMINARY INVENTORY

RUTH JACKSON, M.D.

Folder titles listed here appear as they do on original folder; dates and notes are in brackets when not noted on folder.

Box 1

1. Reprints
2. Letters of congratulations in re: newspaper article. 1926
3. Inquires in re: cervical contour pillo [1948]
5. Superior & Insurance claims. 1947-48
6. Photos of R.J. of various times
7. Some interesting letters to me.
8. Some other writings etc of mine.
9. Resident history - Dallas by R.J.
10. Congressmen
11. My graduation days from McAllen High School - 50 anniversary speech
12. My graduation days [book with photos]
15. Edythe Brehm Poems & Letters
16. Brown St. House
17. Reprints - Good 1930
18. My sister Brehm Mrs. H.E. (Edythe) 1958
20. Photographs R.J.
21. Women in Medicine AEI
22. Women in Science
23. Newspaper clippings & Photos
24. Villonodular Synovitis of the hip for Puebla 1964
25. [National Wildlife Federation Certificate to R.J.]
26. Newspaper clippings
27. Newspaper clippings
28. Superior Inst. Miscellaneous
29. Reflecto Signs
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31. Visual Aids Index -- bound pamphlet
32. Handley, Mr. Lawrence [patient records 1957-58]
33. Tompkins, Frances, M.D. [personal re: loan to Tompkins from R.J. 1959]
34. Unfinished business
35. Personal
36. General Motors
37. Tanglewood [resort homes]
38. Sandra L. Paschall, Sandruth Co., Real estate [1970]
39. The cervical spine by R.J. Manus.
40. Publications & reprints

Box 2
2. Alfonso Hernandez Villagran Manuscript
3. John Harrison. 1963
4. Ruth Jackson Research Fund 1962-1964
5. Research Foundation. 1972
6. Ruth Jackson - Research Foundation. 1979-80
7. Ruth Jackson - Research Foundation. 1962-69
8. Research - Tax Exemption & Articles of Incorporation. 1965
9. Aloe-Vera 1971-72
10. Aloe-Vera Research
11. Aloe-Vera 1977
14. Will [empty]
15. Signode Reports & Detroit & Canada 1975
16. Foundation Correspondence - Dr. Gus Schreiber. 1974
17. Research Fdt. Pledge of 1 co. for loan to S.R. Co. 1967-73
18. Foundation - Mis. 1973
19. Cells
20. Ruth Jackson Research Fdt. - Inventory
21. Research Fdt. Reports Dr. Hernandez [empty]
22. Fdt. Equip. [empty]
24. Research Hernandez [empty]
25. Margues, J.F. - MD, Ph.D.
FOR THE ARCHIVES OF THE MEDICAL COLLEGE OF PENNSYLVANIA

Ruth Jackson, M. D.

3629 Fairmount, Dallas, Texas 75219

1. Doctors who have worked with me:

Margaret Watkins, my partner 1942-1949
M. G. Andreassian, my associate and how I helped him to get licensed to practice in the state of Texas.
August Juliano, who came and stayed 2 months and then returned to New York from which he came.

2. City of Dallas: Injured employees that I treated at Parkland Hospital and elsewhere while I was Chief of the Orthopaedic Service at Parkland Hospital from 1936 to 1941 - correspondence re: unpaid bills.


4. American College of Surgeons: Correspondence 1952-54


8. Reviews of the CERVICAL SYNDROME 1954-57
Reprint requests 1960, reviews and letters and requests from 1948-1959

Letters 1960-62 re: patients

10. Anatomical Medical Plastics 1956-57

11. Medifacts, paper and correspondence 1973
Medical meetings - speaking engagements 1965-1970

12. Interesting communications 1973

13. Clinical Orthopaedics 1962 - Guest Editor

14. Caruthers Court Testimony, etc. 1966

15. Dallas Rehabilitation Institute
Caruth Memorial Hospital Staff
16. Cerebral Palsy Classification and some congenital anomalies photographs
17. Dallas Southern Clinical Society
19. Jack McDermit correspondence 1968
20. Two speeches - 1 to the Bonehead Club and 1 on Socialized Medicine
21. Personal Correspondence 1955-56
22. Misc. Personal letters
23. Letters from Doctors
24. Letters from Doctors
25. Letters from Doctors
26. Marshall Houts in re: Court Room Medicine
27. Du Paul Law Review
29. Dallas Associations and Staffs
30. Baylor Staff
31. Correspondence from Brooks in re neck injuries request for writing a book.
32. American Orthopaedic Foot Society
33. Speeches, papers and lectures 1959-67
34. Misc. letters
35. Blumquist, Stockholm, Sweden
36. Yellin in re: Cervical Pillows
37. Speaking and writing commitments
38. Communications with Dr. McAusland
39. Head Rest
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40. General Motors - 1966 in re: Safety Measures in Cars and application for patent

41. Florida Brace Company in re: Neck Brace I designed

42. Camp - correspondence

43. Miscellaneous Letters

44. Briggs correspondence

45. Matthew Bender & Co. in re: Court Room Medicine

46. American Congress of Physical Medicine - Speech given in 1958


48. American Medical Women's Association correspondence with Dr. Ada Reid

49. Biographical Data

50. Biographical Data (Texas Woman Magazine)

51. Dr. Robert Joplin letters in re: T.V.

52. Prolotherapy

53. Reprints of articles etc. by me

54. Interesting case history Evelyn Multiple Trauma victim treated and recovered - no infections.

55. Notes concerning patients seen at the Kaufman Hospital & Clinic in Kaufman, Texas where I worked for a number of years on Thursday afternoons and week-ends from 1949 to the late 50's.
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26. Reports of Hernandez Foundation & Aloe References
27. [Aloe References -- printouts]
31. Foundation Insurance [74-76]
32. Hunt to Hernandez in Re: his work [1972]
33. Foundations' First Seminars 1976
34. Ruth Jackson Research Foundation 1978
35. [Report concerning lab work from Jan. 1-Mar 16, 1974 by Hernandez]
37. Foundation - Leslie Estate
39. Research Foundation. Dr. Ware
40. Foundation - Lectures
41. Law Science Academy
42. Law Science Institute [1960-61]
43. Trial
44. Law Science Institute 1957
45. Law Science Academy - Special File 1962
46. Speaking engagements

NOTE BOX 3 AND 4 WERE INVENTORYED BY DR. JACKSON: SEE ATTACHED LIST

BOX 5
1. Alpha Epsilon Iota 1956-58 Med. Women's Fraternity
2. My wedding July 1st 1939 Divorced July 4 1941 [very personal]
4. Donald C. Keyes 1929-33
5. Jackson - Dist. Num Com. [1946]
6. Alpha Epsilon Iota
7. First Aid and Civilian Defense
8. Issues of The Zontian Sept. 43, Nov.-Dec. 43, Oct. 43
10. Zonta [International]
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12. The Zontian Apr. 1948
14. Fellowship Committee - Zonta 1952-1953
15. Zonta 1946-1959
16. Civilian Defense
17. U.S. - Dept. of Labor Crippled Children
18. Members of Advisory committee for Services to Crippled Children
   b) Nursing care of patients with infantile paralysis
   c) Standards for day care of children of working mothers
   d) Services for crippled children 1936-39
   e) Child-welfare services under the social security act. 36-38
   f) Selection and training of volunteers in child care 1943
20. Photos - made by life magazine of Air Raid Wardens
21. Miscellaneous notes & things
22. Ortho reprints not mine
23. Ponies
24. Jackson Farm
25. First Aid Book
26. Deposition 1984
27. Updating the neck
28. Trauma v.1 #5

Box 6
1. Shoe box containing pamphlets and majority are photos
2. Am. Red Cross First-Aid Textbook Rev. 1937
3. 1934 appointment? calendar for Dr. Ruth Jackson
4. [notebook 1929-1930 Ruth Jackson]
5. Diary of Iowa City 1929-30
6. [notebook] 1929-30 at Iowa City 1st yr in ortho training and 1933 in practice
8. Controversies in medicine 1967
9. letters
10. Am. Acad. of Orthopaedic Surgeons 1951
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11. Day Journal 1933-39
12. 1918-20 High School Days
13 Picture Scrapbook
14. Grant, Mrs. Donald ((Doe)) 1965 x-rays [patient records 3 folders]
15. Davis, Mrs. Ronnie 1975 [patient records]
16. Correspondence 1972
17. " 1973
18. Mis. " 1971
19. Personal correspondence 1969-70
20. Write your congressman Club
21. Personal letters 1979
22. Physical Therapy'
25. photos opening of Jackson, Walters Clinic Jan. 1948
26. Party my home W.O.A. thank you letters
28. My copy of Ortho Res. Program
29. Hohl, Mason
30. Goadalajara, Med. Meetings
31. LeGault, Gerard
32. Letters from Doctors 1967
33. Letters of congratulations for celebration of 50 years in practice
34. [2 piece poster with photo of Jackson]
35. [picture scrapbook]